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3ue to recent advances in the reformation of the three-body scattering 

problem, specifically the recasting of the Lippmann-Schwinger equations 

into a Fredholm form,lJ2 as well as an elegant total angular momentum separ- 

ation for the three-body problem, it has become feasible to treat this prob- 

lem numerically. In this note we shall discuss the low energy three-nuclear 

problem. As a further simplification we shall treat the two-particle inter- 

actions by separable spin dependent potentials adjusted to fit the n-n and 

n-p scattering length and effective ranges.4J5 No tensor or spin-orbit type 

coupling was included. The difference in local and separable potentials 

occurs in the extension off the energy-momentum shell. It was felt that the 

use of such an interaction would be a good approximation to scattering by 

local potentials. However, as we shall discuss later, this type of inter- 

action introduces a very unphysical situation into the three-body problem. 

The two-body interactions between neutron-proton and neutron-neutron 

were taken to be 

< l~vnp~~ > = (AY"Pt + $PP,)/(Jk2+82 Jq2+B2) 

< qvppl; > = As ppPs/(jk2+ p2 \/q2+p2) J 6 

where Pt and P 
S 

are triplet, and singlet projection operators At 

B were adjusted to give the correct n-p triplet scattering length and 

deuteron binding energyJ7 i.e., a = 5.397F, 

to give an n-n 

scattering length of -17a5FT = 2.2245 MeV. Ar wa~pch~~~n 

To obtain considerable simpli- 

fication in the three-body problem the range of the interaction, B, was 

taken to be the same in all potentials, Ai' was adjusted to give a singlet 
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n-P scattering length of -23.679F, and as we had no more freedom of vary- 

ing the range of the singlet interaction the effective range comes out to 

be 2.237F compared to the experimental 2.459F. 

In the three-body system a search was made for poles of the transition 

matrix in a state of total spin l/2 and orbital angular momentum zero. The 

numerical calculation presented two poles. Upon further examination it was 

found that one of the poles had a residue at the wrong sign, which would 

place it in the general category of ghosts. It is felt that this difficulty 

is due to the nonlocality of the interaction. In fact, for sufficiently 

attractive potentials one may, in the separable case, obtain the same effect 

in two-body scattering. The results of Ref. 5a likewise showed two poles for 

a certain choice of parameters.' 

The conclusion that may be drawn from the above is that although separ- 

able and local potentials may give the same physical two-body scattering, 

the manner of extension off the energy momentum shell is very critical in 

the three-body problem. A detailed discussion of this calculation shall be 

presented shortly. 

For the suggestion of this problem and frequent helpful discussions the 

author wishes to thank Professor H. Pierre Noyes. 
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